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Abstract 
H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces have been studied extensively as a generaliza- 
tion of compactifications of Tychonoff spaces. The collection of H-closed extensions of a 
space is known to have an upper semilattice structure. Little work has been done to 
characterize spaces whose collections of H-closed extensions have specified upper semilat- 
tice structures. In 1970 J.R. Porter found necessary and sufficient conditions on a space so 
that it would have exactly one one-point H-closed extension. He asked for a characteriza- 
tion of those spaces which have exactly one H-closed extension. This is the same as having 
exactly one Hausdorff extension. In this paper we answer Porter’s question and give an 
example of such a space. Topological sums of this space give spaces which have two, five, or 
in general, p(n) many H-closed extensions where p(n) is the number of ways a set of size it 
can be partitioned. This space is also an example of a space with exactly one free prime 
open filter which gives an answer to a question asked by J. Pelant, P. Simon, and J. 
Vaughan. As a preliminary for obtaining the above results, we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions on a space so that the S- and f&equivalence relations defined by J.R. Porter and 
C. Votaw are equivalent. 
Keywords: Extension; Hausdorff; H-closed extension; H-bounded set; Open filter; Prime 
open filter; Lattice; Semilattice 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54D25, 54D35; secondary 54A20 
1. Introduction 
This paper will consider only Hausdorff spaces. Recall that an extension of a 
space X is any space containing X as a dense subspace. Recall also that a space is 
H-closed if it is closed in every Hausdorff space in which it is embedded. Thus only 
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non-H-closed spaces can have extensions. A useful characterization of the H-closed 
property is that every open cover of an H-closed space has a finite subcollection 
which is dense. Thus the H-closed property is a generalization of compactness. 
H-closed extensions are important in the study of extensions of Hausdorff spaces 
in the same way that compactifications are important in the study of extensions of 
Tychonoff spaces. Since compactifications are H-closed extensions, H-closed ex- 
tension theory contains the theory of compactifications and in general is much 
richer. Further, of the extensions which can be defined on a Hausdorff space, the 
H-closed extensions are maximal extensions in the sense that if one adds points to 
an H-closed extension of a space (i.e., embeds the extension into a larger space) 
either the original space is no longer dense or the new space is not Hausdorff. 
Although H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces have been studied exten- 
sively, to date there has been very little work on either the H-closed extensions of a 
specific space or on spaces which have a prescribed H-closed extension structure. 
One particular line of inquiry began with the work of Obreanu who looked at the 
existence of one-point H-closed extensions. In [14] he showed that a non-H-closed 
space has a one-point H-closed extension if and only if it is locally H-closed (every 
point has a neighborhood which is H-closed). Unlike one-point compactifications 
which must be unique, a locally H-closed space may have more than one H-closed 
extension. In 1970 Porter [16] found that a non-H-closed space has exactly one 
one-point extension if and only if every closed nowhere dense set is a subset of an 
H-closed set. Porter asked for necessary and sufficient conditions on a space so 
that it has exactly one H-closed extension, which is the same as having exactly one 
Hausdorff extension. This question was brought up again by Girou in [6]. In 
Section 5 it will be shown that a non-H-closed space has exactly one H-closed 
extension if and only if it is almost H-closed and every closed nowhere dense set is 
the subset of an H-closed set. In Section 6, an example of such a space will be 
constructed. Several applications of this space will be considered. It is an example 
of a non-H-closed space with exactly one free prime open filter answering a 
question of Pelant, Simon, and Vaughan [151. 
While the result mentioned above seems to finish the series of questions 
concerning one-point H-closed extensions, it actually opens a new line of inquiry. 
To state that a space has exactly one H-closed extension specifies the collection of 
H-closed extensions completely, namely it is a one-point set. As far as the author is 
aware, this is the only known situation in which the structure of the H-closed 
extensions of a particular space has been characterized. This also is the first time 
that, given a specified structure for a semilattice, a characterization has been 
found for those spaces whose semilattice of H-closed extensions has that structure. 
In the process of answering Porter’s question, a general theorem on the 
structure of the set of H-closed extensions of a space is proven. The collection of 
H-closed extensions of a space X will be denoted by H(X). The set H(X) is given 
a partial ordering as follows: Y 2 Z if and only if there is a continuous function f 
from Y onto Z such that f I x = id,. It is well known that with this ordering the 
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H-closed extensions of a space form a complete upper semilattice. Two extensions 
Y and 2 will be considered to be equivalent if Y > Z and Z > Y. This equivalence 
will be denoted by Y-x Z. The symbol 0; = (U n X: U is an open neighborhood 
of p in Y} will denote the open neighborhood trace filter on X of a point p in an 
extension Y of X. In general, points in the remainder will be identified with their 
open neighborhood trace filters. An excellent reference on these topics is the book 
by Porter and Woods [21]. 
There are two common equivalence relations due to Porter and Votaw [19] on 
H(X) (or more generally on E(X), the collection of all Hausdorff extensions of 
X) which will be under consideration. The first is &equivalence. Recall that a 
function f from X to Y is &continuous at x if for every neighborhood I/ of f(x) 
there is a neighborhood U of x such that f(cl,U) G cl,l’. Let Y and Z be 
extensions of X. We say that Y is e-equivalent o Z (and write Y =0 Z) if and only 
if there is a &homeomorphism between Y and Z fixing X. A more useful 
characterization will be given later. The second equivalence relation is S-equiv- 
alence. We say that Y is S-equivalent o Z (and write YE, Z) if and only if they 
have the same neighborhood trace filters, that is {OF: p E Y} = {OZp: p E Z}. In 
general the S-equivalence classes refine the &equivalence classes. We will examine 
conditions under which S- and &equivalence are the same. Our theorem is that 
the S- and e-equivalence relations are the same if and only if every closed nowhere 
dense set is H-bounded. H-bounded sets are examined in Section 2. 
The notion of S-equivalence suggests that there can be multiple topologies on 
an extension of a space X which yield the same neighborhood filter trace on X. 
Two topologies of importance are the simple and strict extension topologies. The 
simple extension topology on an extension Y of X has a base consisting of sets of 
the form U U {p) where U E Op. The strict extension topology on Y has a base 
consisting of sets of the form o(U) = (p E Y: U E Op) where U is open in X. 
Two named extensions will be of interest to us. The Katetov extension KX 
consists of the points XU 1%: 22 is a free open ultrafilter} with the simple 
extension topology. The Katetov extension is the largest H-closed extension in the 
order mentioned above. Thus for every H-closed extension Y of X, there will be a 
continuous surjection fy from KX to Y which keeps X fixed. This map will be 
called the Katetov map. The Fomin extension aX has the same point set as KX, 
but with the strict extension topology. It will be important to note that KX is the 
largest H-closed extension of X in its S-equivalence class with the ordering noted 
above. The Fomin extension is the smallest H-closed extension in the S-equiv- 
alence class that contains KX. Thus KX and (TX represent the maximum and 
minimum elements in the topmost S-equivalence class. For more background on 
these two extensions ee [21]. 
2. H-bounded sets 
The notion of an H-bounded set was introduced by Lambrinos [ll] and studied 
further in 1131. H-bounded sets are related to H-closed sets and H-sets which have 
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been more throughly examined in the literature, see for example [10,17,21-241. 
Our interest will be exclusively with H-closed sets and H-bounded sets; we mention 
H-sets just for the sake of comparison. In this section these three properties will be 
defined and briefly compared. The properties of H-bounded sets that will be 
needed are presented. 
There are several ways one might choose to define an H-closed subset. Three 
are listed below, and it is interesting that they define distinct properties. 
Definition 2.1. Let A EX. 
(1) The set A is H-closed if and only if every open cover of A by open sets in 
A has a finite subcollection whose closures in A cover A. Thus an H-closed subset 
is an H-closed subspace. 
(2) [22] The set A is an H-set if and only if every open cover of A by open sets 
in X has a finite subcollection whose closures in X cover A. 
(3) [ll] The set A is an H-bounded subset if and only if every open cover of X 
has a finite subcollection whose closures in X cover A. 
We will state below a few basic properties of H-bounded sets and compare them 
with H-sets and H-closed sets. For a detailed study of their properties see 1111 or 
D31. 
Let us begin by noting that for closed subsets of a regular space, all these 
properties are equivalent to compactness. 
Proposition 2.2. In a regular space X a closed set is H-bounded if and only if it is an 
H-set if and only if it is H-closed if and only if it is compact. 
The next example is a (necessarily nonregular) space for which these three 
properties are distinct. 
Example 2.3. Let X = {(l/n, l/m>: n and m E N} U {(l/n, 0): n E N} u {p). Points 
in the plane have the topology inherited as a subspace of R2. A basic neighbor- 
hood of p has the form (p} u {(l/n, l/ m * n > N, M > 0) for some positive integer 1.
N. 
This space is H-closed but not compact. The points on the x-axis together with 
p is an H-set which is not H-closed, and the x-axis alone is an H-bounded set 
which is not an H-set. 
From Definition 2.1 and Example 2.3, it is evident that a compact set is an 
H-set, and an H-set is an H-bounded set, but none of these implications is 
reversible. 
The next proposition is obvious from Definition 2.1. An immediate consequence 
of it is that an H-bounded set need not be closed (H-sets and H-closed sets are 
closed), although we will be interested in only closed H-bounded sets. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let A cX. If A is a subset of an H-set, then A is H-bounded. 
It is not true that all H-bounded sets are of this form, but there is essentially 
only one known example which is not of this form, see [131. In what follows, we will 
frequently be interested in locally H-closed spaces which have the property that all 
H-bounded sets are of the type described in Proposition 2.4. 
Proposition 2.5. If X is a locally H-closed space, then every H-bounded subset of X is 
contained in an H-closed set. 
This section will conclude with an especially useful characterization of H- 
bounded sets involving open filters. Note that our use of the term “open filter” will 
mean a filter on the lattice of open sets. For a filter to meet a set means that the 
intersection of the set with each element of the filter is nonempty. The adherence 
of an open filter S, denoted by ad(Y), is the set n{cl(U): U E F]. If ad(F) = @, 
then 9 is said to be free, otherwise Y is said to be fixed. 
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a subset of X. 
(1) The set A is an H-set if and only if every open filter on X meeting A has an 
adherent point in A. 
(2) The set A is an H-bounded set if and only if every open filter on X meeting A 
has an adherent point. (That is, no free filters meet A.) 
3. A tool: Prime open filters 
When studying extensions, the open neighborhood trace filters of points in the 
remainder of the extension are free open filters. In this section we look at open 
filters which satisfy an additional property and are called prime. 
Definition 3.1. An open filter on a space is prime if whenever the union of two 
open sets is in the filter, one of the open sets is in the filter. 
Open ultrafilters are well-known examples of prime open filters. We will be 
interested in the existence of free, nonmaximal, prime open filters. 
A useful technique is borrowed from several fields including commutative ring 
theory [9] and lattice theory 171. An ideal in a commutative ring which is maximal 
with respect to the exclusion of a multiplicative set is prime. Translating into the 
language of open filters gives the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.2. An open filter on a space X which is maximal with respect to the 
exclusion of some collection of open sets of X which is closed under finite unions is 
prime. 
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It is well known that each filter is the intersection of the ultrafilters containing 
it. It is not generally true that each open filter is the intersection of the open 
ultrafilters containing it, but we do have the following corollary to Proposition 3.2: 
Corollary 3.3 [21. Each open filter on a space is the intersection of the prime open 
filters on that space that contain it. 
Working with dense open sets allows us to strengthen Proposition 3.2 and 
provides a characterization of prime open filters involving dense open sets. 
Proposition 3.4. An open filter on a space X is prime if and only if it is maximal with 
respect to the exclusion of some collection of dense open sets of X which is closed 
under finite unions. 
Proof. Suppose that 9 is a prime open filter on X. Let 9_(F) = (0: D is dense 
open and D @ S}. Since 9 is prime, 9(F) is closed under finite unions. To show 
that F is maximal with respect to exclusion of 9(Y), suppose that 9 excludes 
9_(F) and g contains 97 If 9;(g) = {D: D is dense open and D P T}, it follows 
easily that 9(F) =9(F). Suppose U f F\F. Then U U int(X\U) ~9, but 
since F is prime U u int(X\ U) $6 F. Thus 9(F) #92(57?) which is a contradic- 
tion. 
Conversely, suppose that 9 is maximal with respect to the exclusion of some 
collection of dense open sets 9 which is closed under finite unions. Suppose that 
foropensetsUandI/,~UuVE,butLi~~andI/~3.Thefilter(~,,)onX 
generated by 9 and U must then meet 9. Similarly for (9, V). Hence there 
exists D, and D, in 9 such that D,=(W,uU)nF, and D,=(W,UV>nF, 
where the u/; are dense open and the Fi are in 97 Now, D, U D, = ((WI U U) n 
F,) u <<IV, u V) n F2) and this is equal to (IV, u W, u U u V> n ((W, u U) u FJ n 
(F, U ( W, U V)) n (F, u F,). Each of the four terms in this intersection is an 
element of 9, so D, u D, E 97 This contradicts the assumption that .9 is closed 
under finite unions. •I 
The next proposition is a useful tool. 
Proposition 3.5. An open filter on a space is an open ultrafilter if and only if it is 
maximal with respect to containing every dense open set. 
Proof. A dense open set meets every element of an open ultrafilter and thus must 
be an element of it. The maximality follows from being an ultrafilter. Conversely, 
suppose an open filter 9 is maximal with respect to containing all of the dense 
open sets. Then it is maximal with respect to excluding the empty set of dense 
open sets and is, therefore, prime. Let U be any open set. The set U u (X\cl 17) 
is a dense open set and hence in 97 Thus either U or X\cl U is in ST, which 
implies that 9 is an open ultrafilter. q 
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Definition 3.6. An open filter on a space X which contains every dense open set of 
X is called saturated or balanced. 
The next two corollaries are immediate from Proposition 3.5. 
Corollary 3.7. An open filter on a space is saturated if and only if it is either an open 
ultrafilter or an intersection of open ultrafilters. 
Corollary 3.8. An open filter on a space is an ultrafilter if and only if it is prime and 
saturated. 
It is well known (see [7]) that if L&’ is a Boolean algebra then a g-filter is prime 
if and only if it is maximal. This is not the case for open filters. 
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, open ultrafilters are easily 
seen to be prime. The next proposition is a corollary to Proposition 3.5 and gives 
conditions for the existence of nonmaximal prime open filters. 
Proposition 3.9. The following are equivalent for a space X: 
(1) There is a nonmaximal prime open filter on X; 
(2) X has a proper (not the whole space) dense open set; 
(3) X has a nonempty nowhere dense set; 
(4) X is not a discrete space. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. EI 
When looking at extensions, it will be important for us to know if nonmaximal 
free prime open filters exist. 
Proposition 3.10. A space has a nonmaximal free prime open filter if and only if 
there exists a closed nowhere dense set which is not H-bounded. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, a closed nowhere dense set is H-bounded if and only if 
its complement is in every free open filter. If every closed nowhere dense set is 
H-bounded, then every free open filter is saturated. Thus all free prime open 
filters are saturated, and hence they are open ultrafilters by Corollary 3.8. 
Conversely, if the space has a non-H-bounded, closed nowhere dense set A, then 
there is a free open filter F which does not contain the complement of A. By 
Zorn’s lemma, there is a filter maximal with respect to containing Sr and excluding 
the complement of A. Since it contains F, this filter is free and by Proposition 3.4, 
it is prime. Thus there is a free prime open filter which is not saturated, and, 
hence, not an open ultrafilter. q 
For more information on prime open filters see [3]. 
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4. When S-equivalence and &equivalence are equivalent 
In the introduction, it is mentioned that the S-equivalence relation always 
refines the O-equivalence relation. This section characterizes those spaces for 
which the S- and O-equivalence relations are the same. This result is interesting by 
itself and will also be central to characterizing spaces with exactly one H-closed 
extension in the next section. 
Recall our convention that points in the remainder of a space are identified 
with their neighborhood trace filters, which are free open filters. Thus the 
remainder of an extension of a space X will be considered as a subset of 
FREE(X), the collection of all free open filters on X. Since we are interested only 
in Hausdorff extensions, not every subset of FREE(X) can be the remainder of 
some extension. The following definition is needed: 
Definition 4.1 [18]. Two open filters, F and 57, on a space X, will be said to be 
Hausdorff separated if there is an F E 9 and a G E 9 such that F I-I G = fl. A 
collection of open filters on X will be said to be a Hausdorff separated subset of 
FREE(X) if every pair of open filters is Hausdorff separated. 
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a space. If _& is a Hausdorff separated collection of free 
open filters on X, then .M is the remainder of some Hausdorff extension of X. 
Proof. Let Y = X u&‘, and give Y the simple extension topology. This is a standard 
construction of an extension and the fact that the added points are Hausdorff 
separated, open filters implies that the extension is Hausdorff. 0 
For a space X, we will consider FREE(X) to be a poset by defining < to be 
reverse inclusion, that is, 9~ 5 if and only if 9~27. To simplify discussion, a 
Hausdorff separated subset of FREE(X) can be considered to be an antichain in 
(FREE(X), ,<). 
Proposition 4.3. Let X be a space. Two open fibers on X are Hausdorff separated if 
and only if there is no other open filter on X that contains them both. 
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a space and A? a subset of FREE(X). The set A? is 
Hausdorff separated if and only if zz! is an antichain in FREE(X). 
Thus every antichain corresponds to an extension of X. The next problem is to 
determine which antichains correspond to H-closed extensions. 
Proposition 4.5 [18]. The remainder of an H-closed extension of X is a maximal 
antichain in FREE( X 1. Conversely every maximal antichain in FREE( X 1 determines 
an H-closed extension, unique up to S-equivalence. 
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Proof. Let Y be an H-closed extension of X. Since Y is Hausdorff, Y\X is an 
antichain in FREE(X). Suppose Y\X were not maximal. Then there is an open 
filter 9 on X such that 9 is not compatible with any element of Y\X. Thus for 
each p E Y\X, there exists a I/ EP and VE 9 such that U n V= @. Since 
o(U) n o(V) = @, {o(U): U E 9) does not adhere to any point in Y\X. Since 9 is 
free, {o(U): U E F} does not adhere to any point in X. Therefore {o(U): U E 9) 
is a free open filter on Y, contradicting the assumption that Y is H-closed. 
Conversely, given a maximal antichain, it can be attached to X and given any 
topology between the strict and simple extension topologies. (All of the extensions 
constructed in this way are S-equivalent to one another.) Let Y denote this new 
extension. Suppose that 9 is a free open filter on Y. Then 9 = {F n X: F E S} is 
a free open filter on X. Since Y\X is maximal, there is a p E Y\X such that p 
meets 3’ and hence St. Thus every neighborhood of p meets every element of 9. 
It follows that p E ad(F) = @, which is a contradiction. Thus Y is an H-closed 
extension. 0 
Note that the maximal antichain corresponding to the S-equivalence class 
containing aX and KX is the set of all free open ultrafilters on X which will be 
denoted by MAXFREE or by aX\X if we are considering MAXFREE as a 
subspace of ax. 
Next let us turn our attention to &equivalence. See [18] for more information. 
Each open filter on a space has a set of open ultrafilters which contain it. If 5” is a 
free open filter on X, let P(F) denote the set of all open ultrafilters which 
contain F. If & is a maximal antichain in FREE(X), then {P(F): FE&} is a 
partition of MAXFREE( The next proposition examines these partition ele- 
ments. 
Proposition 4.6 [18]. If Sr is a free open filter on X, then P(g) is a compact subset 
of aX\X. Conversely, if A is a compact subset of aX\X, then f-j A is a free open 
filter and P( n A) = A. (Note that n A is the intersection of open filters and is, 
therefore, an open filter .) 
Observe that if Y is an extension of X, p E Y\X, and fY is the KatEtov map, 
then P(Op) = f;(p). 
A consequence of Proposition 4.6 is the following very useful result. 
Proposition 4.7 [18]. Each H-closed extension determines a partition of uX\X into 
compact sets (in the topology of aX\X>. Conversely each partition of uX\X into 
compact sets determines an H-closed extension which is unique up to &equiualence. 
Proposition 4.7 implies that every partition of uX\X into compact sets deter- 
mines a &equivalence class and conversely every &equivalence class determines a 
partition of uX\X into compact sets. 
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The proof of Proposition 4.7 is sketched below for the ideas in it will be useful 
to us later. 
Proof. It was shown above that an H-closed extension of X determines a maximal 
antichain in FREE(X), which induces a partition of aX\X into sets, which 
Proposition 4.6 shows are compact. Conversely, the collection of the intersections 
of the compact partition elements forms a maximal antichain in FREE(X), which 
can be attached to X to yield an H-closed extension. If Y and 2 are &equivalent, 
then there is a Ghomeomorphism between them which keeps X fixed. Thus the 
partitions of KX\X (and hence aX\X> induced by the inverse images of points 
by the KatEtov maps, {f;(p): p E Y\X} and (fz+(p): p E Z\X}, are equivalent. 
If Z is in a different B-equivalence class then the partitions obtained by taking 
inverse images of points under the Katetov maps will be different. 0 
Two S-equivalence classes refine the same &equivalence class if and only if they 
induce the same partition of aX\X. It is natural to ask under what conditions a 
partition of aX\X can be induced by two distinct antichains in FREE(X). One 
antichain can always be formed by intersecting the partition elements. Its elements 
(open filters) are intersections of open ultrafilters, and hence saturated. Not all 
open filters are the intersections of open ultrafilters, but all open filters are the 
intersection of the prime open filters containing them. A free open filter is the 
intersection of all free prime open filters containing it. In particular, distinct 
maximal antichains in FREE(X) induce distinct partitions of aX\X if and only if 
there are no nonmaximal free prime open filters on X. From this discussion we 
conclude: 
Theorem 4.8. The following are equivalent for a space X: 
(1) The S- and O-equivalence classes are the same; 
(2) there are no nonmaximal free prime open jilters; 
(3) every closed nowhere dense set is H-bounded. 
A reasonable question is whether the property that all &equivalence classes 
have no strictly finer S-refinement is equivalent to the property that there exists a 
e-equivalence class which has no strictly finer S-refinement. The answer depends 
on which B-equivalence class is examined. By Theorem 5.5 below, we see that if 
the fJ-equivalence class containing the one-point H-closed extensions (the bottom- 
most class) consists of only one point and hence has no S-refinement, then all the 
&equivalence classes have no strictly finer S-refinement. On the other hand by 
results in [13], the real line has the property that the B-equivalence class containing 
the Katetov extension (the top-most class) has no strictly finer S-refinement, but 
the &equivalence class containing the one-point H-closed extensions contains 
infinitely many S-equivalence classes. 
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5. A characterization of those X for which I H(X) 1 = 1 
Theorem 4.8 will be useful in answering Porter’s question about the existence of 
spaces with exactly one H-closed extension. Two preliminaries are needed. 
Proposition 5.1 [5]. The extensions aX and KX are equivalent if and only if 
IKX\X( <W. 
Definition 5.2. A space X is almost H-closed if and only if I KX\X I G 1 (i.e., if 
and only if X has at most one free open ultrafilter). 
The notion of almost H-closed is analogous to almost compactness. More 
information on both almost H-closed and almost compactness can be found in [21]. 
Almost H-closed spaces have the following well-known internal characterization. 
Proposition 5.3. A space X is almost H-closed if and only if for each pair of disjoint 
open sets, U and V, either cl, U or cl,V is H-closed. 
Theorem 5.4. For a non-H-closed space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) I HG’O I = 1; 
(2) X is almost H-closed and every closed nowhere dense set is H-bounded; 
(3) X is almost H-closed and every closed nowhere dense set is a subset of an 
H-closed set ; 
(4) X has a unique free prime open filter; 
(5) X has a unique free open filter; 
(6) X has a unique extension. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). The equality 1 H(X)/ = 1 trivially implies that the 8- and 
S-equivalence relations are the same, so by Theorem 4.8 every closed nowhere 
dense set is H-bounded. Also ( H(X)1 = 1 implies (TX=~ KX; hence by Proposi- 
tion 5.1, I aX\X ] < 6.1. By Proposition 4.7, every partition of aX\X into compact 
sets yields at least one distinct H-closed extension. Since aX\X is finite, every 
partition of it is a partition into compact sets. Therefore / KX\X I G 1 so X is 
almost H-closed. 
(2) implies (3). This follows from Proposition 2.5 and the fact that an almost 
H-closed space is locally H-closed. 
(3) implies (4). By Definition 5.2, X has a unique free open ultrafilter ‘Z!. Let 9 
be a free prime open filter. Since every closed nowhere dense set is a subset of an 
H-closed set, Proposition 2.5 implies that every closed nowhere dense set is 
H-bounded. Hence F is an open ultrafilter by Proposition 3.10. Hence F= aC and 
(4) follows. 
(4) implies (5). Since every free open filter is the intersection of the free prime 
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open filters containing it, there can be only one free open filter if there is only one 
free prime open filter. 
(5) implies (6). Since X is not H-closed, it has at least one extension, namely 
KX. Suppose Y and Z are both Hausdorff extensions of X. Since there is only one 
free open filter on X, both Y and Z must be one-point extensions, and both must 
be in the same S-equivalence class. It is easy to verify that for a finite point 
extension, the simple and strict extension topologies are the same. Thus the 
S-equivalence class of a finite point extension consists of one element. Therefore 
Y=,Z. 
(6) impZies (1). If X is non-H-closed then it has at least one H-closed extension, 
namely the Katetov extension. If X has exactly one extension, then the extension 
must be H-closed. Conversely if it has more than one H-closed extension then 
trivially it must have more than one extension. 0 
We conclude this section by comparing Theorem 5.4 with Porter’s theorem 
characterizing spaces with exactly one one-point H-closed extension. 
Theorem 5.5 [16]. A non-H-closed, locally H-closed space has exactly one one-point 
H-closed extension if and only if every closed nowhere dense set is the subset of an 
H-closed set. 
Clearly Theorem 5.5 is a restatement of the equivalence of (1) and (3) in 
Theorem 5.4. 
6. Examples and applications 
The goal of this section is to exhibit a space with exactly one H-closed 
extension. Essentially the same construction will be used to construct two spaces: 
one with a dense set of isolated points and one with no isolated points. We will 
conclude by looking at several applications of these spaces. 
One example is [20, Example 81 and the other is essentially the same construc- 
tion with a different base space. The construction involves a technique originally 
due to Herrlich 181 and is presented here in the form discussed in [21, [7S13. This 
technique can be used for any positive integer n, but here only the case n = 2 will 
be considered. 
Definition 6.1. Let D be a dense subset of a space X. Define X(D2) = (D X (0, l]) 
U (X\D). A set U GX(D’) is open in X(D2) if U I-J (D X (i}) is open in D X (i} 
(with the product topology) for i E (0, l} and x E lJ fl (X\D) implies that x E ((V 
n D> X (0, 1)) U (Vcl D) c U for some open set V in X. Essentially we have taken 
a dense set, doubled it, and made each copy open. Neighborhoods of points in 
X\D reach to both copies of the dense set. 
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Proposition 6.2 (see [21, [7S]]). Let D be a dense subset of a space X. 
(1) IfX is H-closed, so is X(D2>. 
(2) If X is semiregular, then X( D2) is semireguzar also. 
(3) Thus if X is minimal Hausdorff, so is X( D2 1. 
The following is an example of a space with exactly one H-closed extension. 
Example 6.3. Let p E KW\W and D = w U {p). Define X= ~o(D~>\{(p, ON. 
Proposition 6.4. The space X = KW( D2> \{(p, ON has exactly one free open filter. By 
Proposition 5.4, X has exactly one H-closed extension. 
Proof. Since ~w(D*)\(w x (0)) is homeomorphic to KU, it is H-closed. Thus the 
complement of w x (0) is H-bounded, which implies that o X (0) is an element of 
every free open filter on X. Since w X (0) consists only of isolated points, every 
free open filter on X is saturated. By Corollary 3.8 every prime open filter is an 
open ultrafilter on X. 
We cIaim that there is exactly one free open ultrafilter on X. Let 9 be any free 
open ultrafilter on X and q = (F f7 (o X (0)): F E 57). The set q is an ultrafilter on 
w x (0) and can be thought of as a point in ~w(D’>\(w x (0)). Now if 27 is the 
open filter on X generated by q, then it follows easily that 2Y= 97 As a point of 
~w(D~>\(w x (O}), q must be the point p for otherwise q E ad(Z) = ad(F), 
contradicting the assumption that 9 is free. We have shown then that the trace 
onto o x (0) of every free open ultrafilter on X is p, and the open filter generated 
on X by p is the open ultrafilter we started with. Therefore there can be only one 
free open ultrafilter on X. 
It has been shown that X has exactly one free prime open filter. Since every 
free open filter is the intersection of free prime open filters, this is the only free 
open filter. 0 
It is instructive to compare the space of Example 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 with 
the similar, but simpler space KW \(p) where p E KO \w. The space KW \(p) is 
almost H-closed, and consequentIy has a unique free open ultrafilter. The set 
(KW \(p))\o, however, is a non-H-bounded, closed nowhere dense set so there 
exists a nonmaximal free prime open filter on KW \(p). Since attaching the free 
open ultrafilter to KU\(P) gives an extension distinct from the extension obtained 
by attaching a nonmaxima free open filter, KOJ\{ p) does not have a unique 
extension. 
The next example was the first known since it had been used by Porter and 
Woods in another context. It is essentially the same as the previous example except 
that U2 is used instead of o. It is interesting because it does not have any isolated 
points and because it makes use of remote points. 
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Example 6.5 [20]. Let p be a remote point of PO. Then D = Q U {p) is dense in 
PO. Let p. = (p, 0). Let X=/3Q(D2)\{pol. 
Proposition 6.6. The space X = @ZND2>\ (po) h as exactly one free open filter or 
equivalently exactly one H-closed extension. 
Proof. Let 9 be a free open filter on X. s’ is an open filter base on /3Q(D2). Let 
9 be the open filter on pQ(D2) generated by F. @(D2> is H-closed so 27 
adheres. 9 is free so F adheres uniquely at po. The space @IP(D2) is minimal 
Hausdorff so .F converges. This means that 29 2x_,, which implies that ST 
contains Opo = (U n X: U E _Ypo}. We claim that 0; is an open ultrafilter on X. If 
so, then every free open filter on X contains the open ultrafilter Opo. Thus X has 
exactly one free open filter which (necessarily) is an open ultrafilter. This implies 
that X is almost H-closed. This also implies that if A is a closed nowhere dense 
set then every free open filter misses it and hence A is H-bounded. These are the 
conditions which imply that X has exactly one H-closed extension. 
We finish then by proving the claim. Carlson has shown [ll that the Stone-tech 
compactification of a normal space has an open neighborhood filter trace consist- 
ing of prime open filters. Since Q is normal, PO is prime. Thus 06 = {U n Q: 
U E NJ is prime. If U is open in X then U U (X\ cl(U)) is dense in X. The set 
(U n Q) u ((X\cl(U)) n Q) is dense in Q. Since p is a remote point (saturated 
trace filter), the set (U n Q) u ((X\cl(U)) n Cl) is in Op. The trace filter 06 is 
prime so either U n Q or (X\ cl(U)) n Q is in 04. But 06 c 0; so either U or 
X\cl U is in 09. Therefore O_$!o is an open ultrafilter. 0 
There are several applications of these examples. In [15] Pelant, Simon, and 
Vaughan compute the number of free prime closed filters on spaces with different 
separation axioms. They show that every noncompact completely regular space has 
at least N, free prime closed filters, every noncompact Hausdorff space has at least 
N, free prime closed filters, but there exists a TI noncompact space with exactly 
one free prime closed filter. They also show that if a space is regular the number of 
free prime closed filters is the same as the number of free prime open filters. They 
ask for the smallest number of free prime open filters possible on a noncompact 
space. The answer is of course zero, and any H-closed, noncompact space (there 
are many known spaces of this type) is an example. What they probably intended 
to ask is: What is the smallest number of free prime open filters possible on a 
non-H-closed space? The above examples give spaces with exactly one free prime 
open filter. Thus for free prime open filters we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 6.7. (1) A non-H-closed, completely regular space has at least N, many 
free open filters. 
(2) A non-H-closed, regular space has at least K 1 many free prime open filters. 
(3) There exists a Hausdorff space with exactly one free prime open filter. 
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It is interesting to note that PO \{p] has at least N, many free prime open 
filters, but /30(D2)\{p] h as only one free prime open filter if p is a remote point. 
Another application of the above examples is to generate spaces with finite 
H-closed extensions. The topological sum of two spaces with exactly one H-closed 
extension each has exactly two H-closed extensions; a two-point and a one-point. 
Similarly a space with exactly five H-closed extensions can be constructed by taking 
the topological sum of three spaces each with exactly one extension. It is clear that 
this method cannot be used to construct a space with n extensions for every 
positive integer IZ. It is possible, however, to construct spaces with exactly p(n) 
H-closed extensions where p(n) is the number of ways a set of size n can be 
partitioned, which is known as the Bell number. For more information on Bell 
numbers see the books by Chandler [4] or LovLsz [12]. 
We conclude with some questions. 
Question 6.8. Is there a space with exactly three H-closed extensions? Four? Other 
non-Bell numbers? 
Question 6.9. Is there a space with two one-point H-closed extensions and no other 
H-closed extensions? 
Question 6.10. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on a space X such that X 
has finitely many extensions. 
Instead of asking for the existence of a space for a particular lattice structure, 
we may ask which lattice structures are possible candidates for an H-closed 
extension lattice. 
Question 6.11. Characterize all complete upper semilattices, 3, for which there is 
a space X such that _Y= H(X). 
I would like to thank Jack Porter for his advice, support, and encouragement on 
this project. 
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